ON SALE NOW 263 AUGUST 2020

HAVE SOME FUN SALE!
This list is all about finding something to play
with and have fun! With all the issues in the
world right now, a great hobby like stamp
collecting is a wonderful healthy distraction!
KANGAROOS
1. 5/- GREY AND YELLOW SG 30w,
Second watermark inverted, nice
bright fresh colour and mint lightly
hinged, a pretty stamp for…...$ 899.00

8. £2 BLACK AND ROSE SG 15, ACSC
55A, First Watermark, a lovely fresh
mint lightly hinged example as shown
for………………………………..$ 5,299.00
9. £2 BLACK AND ROSE SG 114, Small
multiple watermark, beautiful mint very
lightly hinged example with Variety W
57(D) e showing break in coastline of
WA L13, magnificent stamp.$ 5,499.00

KGV
10. 1d COOKE PINK SG 49 in Mint
Unhinged as shown in Large Multiple
wmk. Superb stamp for………$ 599.00

2. 10/- GREY AND ANILINE PINK SG
43a, Third Watermark BW48B, a superbly fresh mint lightly hinged example………………………………...$ 599.00
3. 10/- GREY AND PALE PINK SG 112,
Small multiple watermark mint lightly
hinged, a superbly fresh mint lightly
hinged example for.…………...$ 599.00

4. 10/- GREY AND PINK SG 136 CofA
wmk. Mint unhinged and very fresh
original gum for……………..$ 1,199.00
5. £1 BROWN AND BLUE SG 15, First
Watermark a lovely fresh mint very
lightly hinged example as shown
for……………………………….$ 2,199.00

6. £1 LIGHT BROWN AND PALE BLUE
SG 44, Third Watermark, BW 52D in
mint lightly hinged example with very
slightly aged gum, well priced with usual soft fluffy perforations for this issue,
at………………………………….$ 1,899.00

7. £1 GREY SG 137 CofA a lovely
fresh mint lightly hinged example
for…………………………………$ 449.00

11. 1d CARMINE RED ACSC 2007, G31 - 71y(1) fa with
Michael Drury certificate 2013, a joined pair of die 1
and die 2, minor natural gum bends, fresh original gum
unhinged with little natural gum dots and priced accordingly for this lovely looking pair……………..$ 549.00

12. 1d ROSINE ACSC 2014 72I, A
lovely fresh mint lightly hinged example of this scarce shade with a Michael Drury certificate 2015.$ 499.00

13. 1 1/2 d GREEN SG 61a, Rough
paper in fine mint lightly hinged condition, very fresh………………$275.00

14. 1 1/2 d RED SG 77a, a lovely fresh
mint lightly hinged example, fresh
original gum for………………..$ 99.00

15. AUSTRALIAN 5/- ARMS THIN PAPER SG224ab, a
superb mint unhinged example with top selvedge.$89.00

MYSTERY BOXES
We have lots of new stock just in, try a box today!
16. The large mystery box is ……………………….$139.00
17. The mega mystery box is ………..……………..$229.00
18. The supa-dupa-mega box is…………………...$499.00
19. THE ISOLATION—SAVE ME BOX…………….$749.00
*If you want a box made up to another value, just ask!
For those who have never purchased a mystery box,
they can contain one-country collections; stamps from
lots of different countries, both old and modern and mint
and used; FDCs and commercial mails; stamps on- and
off- paper; duplicated stamps so you can check for varieties; whole albums; stock-books full and empty; catalogues....the list goes on and on, and no two boxes are
ever the same. They do come with a fun guarantee!

COLLECTIONS

comprehensive and includes 1949 SG 1035-7 mint (3),
SG 1039-42 (4) mint, SG 1043-44 (2) mint, 2 x SG 1038
one mint and one fine used, SG 1065-6 both mint, mixture of mint and fine used 1951-2 includes 1052, 1054,
1058 all mint, SG 1067-8 (2) mint, in fact the collection
for the period is about 80% complete. There are illustrated pages and a small representation for Berlin at the
back of the book with SG 1354-60 (6 of the 7) Cat. £250
fine used, French Zones pages are present with a small
representation. Now there is more than £3,500++ catalogue of just the better items (Aust. $6,000++) the whole
lot for just (images reduced)…………………..……$599.00
22.
SWITZERLAND In
Davo
illustrated album
covering the
period 18431987 mostly
fine used. I noted 1854-1881 a great mixture of perforated and imperf. Issues 45 stamps, Cat. Value of almost
£2,000, 1882-1987 90% complete for the period (except
for the miniature sheets of which there are only a few,
mostly fine used includes loads of extra shades etc. a
complete fine used set of PAX 1945 (13) £1200, includes
a good range of Airmail issues as well used. There is
more than £10,000+ in catalogue value (Aust. $17,500) a
great bargain for a mere isolation price of (images reduced)…………………………………………….….$1, 499.00
AUSTRALIA POST YEARBOOKS

20. FIJI Magic old time collection in blue springback
album and pages 1871-1984. Many of the stamps have
been put into black mounts. There is an excellent selection of early mint and fine used—includes SG 10 mint,
37a 40 and 42 mint, 37a imperf right, a superb group of
fine used 35-50 assorted shades mostly fine used, SG67
mint and fine used x 2, 1891-1902 86-90 mint, Edward
V11 mint 1/2d to 1/-, SG 112-3 fine used, 123 fine used,
115-7 fine used, assorted mint and fine used KGV including mint 239-4, KGV1 mint SG 249-66b 21 of 22 mint
lightly hinged £215 plus fine used £130, QE11 SG 28095 fresh mint lightly hinged (15) £85 plus a fine used set,
SG 298-310(18) mint, SG 311-25 mint. There is more
than £3,300++ in catalogue of just better items (Aust.
$5,700) I also noted a group (5) of Times Express which
I am pretty sure are reprints, anyway the Cat. Value is
more than £9,400+ which is not included in the Catalogue value, much fun and beautiful quality collection
for isolation research (images reduced) just……$999.00
21. GERMANY In
Davo
hingeless
illustrated album
and slipcase covering the period
1946-1990, a mixture of mint and
fine used—I noted
American Zones
on pages as well.
The
1949
on
group
is
very

These are our silly prices for the official Australia Post yearbooks
complete with all MUH stamp.
All listed below are in stock now!
23.

1981 complete with stamps………………………………………..$11.00

24.

1982 complete with stamps………………………………………..$11.00

25.

1984 complete with stamps ………... …………………………….$16.00

26 . 1985 complete with stamps…………………………………………$14.00
27 . 1986 complete with stamps………………………………………...$16.00
28.

1988 complete with stamps………………………………………..$22.00

29.

1990 complete with stamps………………………………………..$25.00

30.

1991 complete with stamps ……………………………………….$18.00

31.

1992 complete with stamps………………………………………..$25.00

32.

1993 complete with stamps ……………………………………….$21.00

33.

1994 complete with stamps………………………………………..$22.00

34.

2002 complete with stamps ………………………………………$30.00

35.

2003 complete with stamps ……………………………………….$30.00

36.

2005 complete with stamps………………………………………..$45.00

37.

2007 complete with stamps………………………………………..$50.00

38.

2010 complete with stamps ………………………………………$85.00

39.

2011 complete with stamps ……………………………………….$70.00

40.

2012 complete with stamps ……………………………………….$85.00

41.

2013 complete with stamps ……………………………………….$95.00

42. 2016 complete with stamps ………………………………………$100.00
43.

2017 complete with stamps ……………………………………….$90.00

44.

2018 complete with stamps ……………………………………...$100.00

